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10:00  Cognitive Interpretation™ in GeoTeric®

Harness your cognitive capabilities using GeoTeric's uniquely designed, cognitively intuitive 
software to achieve an improved interpretation . Cognitive interpretation is an alternative 
interpretation methodology- join us to see how GeoTeric can provide you with tools 
essential for an improved interpretation.

11:00  Workshop - Data Conditiong in GeoTeric®

During this short workshop, see for yourself how you can enhance your seismic data 
using GeoTeric's unique Noise Expression and Spectral Expression tools.

14:00          Workshop - Frequency Decomposition in GeoTeric®

Learn all about GeoTeric's SDFD & High Definiton Frequency Decomposition, which 
using high resolution colour blend technology, produces highly detail images of the 
geology in both traditional and broadband seismic data.

15:00        Workshop - Adaptive Geobodies
With patented Adaptive Geobodies, delineation of geological features is fast and robust. 
See it in action in the short workshop.

16:00  Geological Modelling with GeoTeric®

Join us to learn how GeoTeric's workflows can provide more confident interpretations for 
input into geoligcal models.
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10:00  Frequency Decomposition in GeoTeric®

Learn all about GeoTeric's SDFD & High Definiton Frequency Decomposition, 
which using advanced frequency splitting techniques, produces highly detailed images 
of the geology in both traditional and broadband seismic data.

11:00 Workshop - 4D Workflows with GeoTeric®

GeoTeric can be used very effectively in a multi-attribute environment to screen for 
differences in AVO, 4D or Multi-Azimuth responses.

14:00  Workshop - Adaptive Geobodies
With patented Adaptive Geobodies, delineation of geological features is fast and robust. 
See it in action in this short workshop.

15:00 Workshop - Fault Expression & Structural Workflows 
Fault Expression recognises that the seismic expression of faults can be highly variable 
and provides an interactive method for structural analysis. Learn all about it in this short 
workshop

16:00 Cognitive Interpretation in GeoTeric®

Harness your cognitive capabilities using GeoTeric's uniquely designed, cognitively 
intuitive software to achieve an improved interpretation . Cognitive interpretation is an 
alternative interpretation methodology- join us to see how GeoTeric can provide you with 
tools essential for an improved interpretation.
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10:00 Workshop - Frequency Decomposition™ in GeoTeric®

Learn all about GeoTeric's SDFD & High Definiton Frequency Decomposition, which
using advanced frequency splitting techniques, produces highly detailed images of the 
geology in both traditional and broadband seismic data.

11:00 Geological Modelling with GeoTeric®

Join us to learn how GeoTeric's workflows can provide more confident interpretations for 
input into geoligcal models.

14:00  Workshop - Adaptive Geobodies
With patented Adaptive Geobodies, delineation of geological features is fast and robust. See 
it in action in the short workshop.

15:00  Workshop - IFC+  
IFC+ brings together the power of interactive, data-driven, interpreter guided classification 
with the ability to objectively interpret geology using GeoTeric’s colour blends. Learn all about 
it in this short workshop.

16:00 Cognitive Interpretation in GeoTeric®

Harness your cognitive capabilities using GeoTeric's uniquely designed, cognitively intuitive 
software to achieve an improved interpretation . Cognitive interpretation is an alternative 
interpretation methodology- join us to see how GeoTeric can provide you with tools essential 
for an improved interpretation.
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